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Abstra t

In this arti le, I briey dene what a TQFT (Topologi al Quantum Field Theory) is and then I present a 2-D
TQFT model using nite groups (the Dijkgraaf-Witten model). Then, I dene the on ept of a 2-group and show
how it naturally ts to geometry. Finally, using 2-groups, I build a TQFT and study its properties to obtain
invariants of surfa es with boundary and of losed surfa es.
I.

E

Brief Introdu tion to TQFT

very Quantum Field Theory (QFT) is hara terized

by an evolution operator that ontrols how a ertain quantum state evolves with time. Usually, the evolution operator takes into a ount many physi al properties of spa e-time, su h as ele tromagneti elds, gravitational elds and spa e ongurations (e.g: barriers).
Therefore, it may be extremely di ult to al ulate, and
leads, not so rarely, to mathemati al ompli ations.
A TQFT avoid these ompli ations, sin e it is a QFT
where the evolution operator only depends on the topology of spa e-time, in other words on whether it has holes
in it (e.g: torus) or not (e.g: sphere).

1.1 Mathemati al denition
A (d+1)-dimensional TQFT (where d is the number
of spatial dimensions) is a fun tor from the ategory
of (d+1)-Cobord to Ve t(K) preserving ertain stru tures. Ve t(K) is the ategory of nite dimensional ve tor spa es over K.
The fun tor is built the following way: to ea h ddimensional losed spa e Σ (obje ts of (d+1)-Cobord),
assign a ve tor spa e over K, VΣ (obje ts of Ve t(K)),
and to ea h (d+1)-dimensional spa e-time from Σ to Σ′
(morphisms of (d+1)-Cobord), assign a linear transformation ZM : VΣ → VΣ′ . ZM is the evolution operator
and only depends on the topologi al lass of M . Fi-

nally, the fun tor assigns to ea h "gluing" of two(d+1)dimensional spa e-times (whi h orresponds to the omposition of obordisms) the omposition of linear transformations.
Furthermore, a TQFT has to verify some axioms
in luding:
V∅

=

K

VΣ1 ∐Σ2

=

VΣ1 ⊗ VΣ2

(1)
(2)

where ∐ is the disjoint union, ∅ is the empty set
and ⊗ is the ordinary tensor produ t.
A TQFT therefore denes invariants for any losed
(d+1)-dimensional manifold M , sin e it an be onsidered as a obordism from ∅ to ∅. Now, ZM ∈
Hom(K, K) ∼ K. ZM an then be represented by a
numeri al onstant whi h depends only on M . For a
manifold M with boundary, ZM is an operator represented by a tensor and depends on V∂M .
II.

2-D TQFT from finite groups Dijkgraaf-Witten model

From now on, my dis ussion will be based on 2-D
TQFT's, that is, d = 1.

2.1 Triangulated surfa es and polygons
Consider the ase where any Σ is a polygon and where
M is a triangulated surfa e. Now, I will assign to ea h
1
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vertex of any boundary polygon Σ a positive integer in
order to indu e an edge orientation. Then, to ea h oriented edge, I assign an element of a given nite group
G (those group elements an be viewed as transports).
Let's all su h an assignment a olouring of Σ. Then, VΣ
is the ve tor spa e generated by all possible olourings
of Σ. This way, if Σ has n edges, VΣ has dimension |G|n ,
where |G| is the order of G, that is, the number of elements of G. If we have a triangulated surfa e M whose
boundaries are a triangle Σ1 (n = 3) and a pentagon Σ2
(n = 5), then ZM is represented by a |G|5 × |G|3 matrix,
be ause VΣ1 , hosen as the starting ve tor spa e, has
dimension |G|3 and VΣ2 , hosen as the ending ve tor
spa e, has dimension |G|5 .

low us to pass from one triangulation to another: the
Pa hner moves (after Udo Pa hner). The two Pa hner
moves are the following:

Figure 2: First Pa hner move

Figure 3: Se ond Pa hner move

With those two moves, we dene an equivalen e between triangulated surfa es that have the same boundary/boundaries. For the theory's onsisten y, the evolution operator should be invariant under Pa hner moves.
Figure 1: Example of a triangulated surfa e M with
two polygons as boundaries, Σ1 and Σ2 .
g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n ∈ G. The surfa e has been
open along edge 1-4 so that the gure is learer

Just as a matter of notation, suppose ci , 1 ≤ i ≤
|G|3 , and c′j , 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|5 , are two olourings of, respe tively, Σ1 and Σ2 . Then the orresponding evolution
operator matrix element in the ith row and j th olumn
is written ci |ZM | c′j , adopting Dira notation.
Let us now look more losely at triangulated surfa es. Two triangulated surfa es may be topologi ally
equivalent but their triangulations may dier (e.g.: any
Platoni solid is topologi ally equivalent to a sphere,
but may present dierent triangulations between them,
like a tetrahedron and an o tahedron). For this kind
of triangulated surfa es there exist two moves that al2

2.2 Expli it expression for the evolution
operator ZM
It remains to nd an expli it expression for the evolution operator. First, let us extend the on ept of olouring to a triangulated surfa e. If we have a triangulated
surfa e M , we assign a positive integer to every vertex
of M , in order to indu e an edge orientation. Then, to
ea h oriented edge (not in the boundary), we assign a G
element su h that a multipli ative onstraint holds for
ea h triangle. Su h a set of assignments we all olouring.
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the original triangulation and colourings ′ is the number of olourings of the "new" triangulation (after the
Pa hner move).
For the rst Pa hner move, the invarian e of the
evolution operator is trivial (it su es to show that the
number of possible olourings is the same).
P

Figure 4: Condition for a triangulated surfa e olouring

Now, the expli it expression for the invariant is:
ci |ZM | c′j =

1
|G|v

(3)

X

colourings

where ci and c′j are the boundary olourings, v is
the total number of verti
P es in M (in luding verti es
on the boundary), and colourings is the sum over all
possible M olourings onsistent with ci and c′j . Let us
now verify if this evolution operator remains invariant
under Pa hner moves.
Suppose we have a triangulated surfa e M , and we
x olourings of the boundary ci and c′j , and a surfa e
olouring, c1 . Now, we fo us on a spe i triangle of
M , with edge olourings g1 , g2 and g3 (whi h depends
on g1 and g2 ). Using the se ond Pa hner move, we
add another vertex and three more edges (with olourings j1 , j2 and j3 ) inside that triangle. How many free
ombinations of j1 , j2 and j3 are there? Our rule for
triangle olourings implies that, if two egde olourings
are xed, then there is only one possibility for the third
edge olouring. For instan e, if we x j1 , then, be ause
g1 and g2 are xed, there is only one possibility for j2
and j3 . Therefore, if we add a vertex, we add one more
degree of freedom for olourings. Thus the number of
olourings will be multiplied by |G|. For the new invari′
ant ZM
, we have:
′
ci |ZM
| c′j

=
=
=
=

1
|G|v+1

(4)

colourings

1
|G|
|G|v+1
1
|G|v

′

X

X

(5)

colourings

X

(6)

colourings

ci |ZM | c′j

(7)

where v is
Pthe number of verti es of the original triangulation, colourings is the number of olourings of

2.3 Cal ulus of the evolution operator
for a triangulated losed surfa e the tetrahedron
To make these examples more on rete, let us al ulate the evolution operator Zt for a tetrahedron. Noti e
that, as the tetrahedron is a losed surfa e, Zt will be
a s alar (Zt is, stri tly speaking, only a shorthand for
h∅ |ZM | ∅i). First, we assign an orientation to the tetrahedron. Let gij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4) be the olouring of the
edge that goes from vertex i to vertex j (i < j ). The
onditions for having a olouring are given by:
g13

= g12 .g23

g14
g24

= g13 .g34
= g23 .g34

g14

= g12 .g24

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Nevertheless, only three of these equations are independent (for instan e, if you repla e, in the last equation, g24 by the result of the third equation, g23 .g34 , and
then use the rst equation to repla e g12 .g23 by g13 , you
get the se ond equation. We have six free hoi es and
three independent onditions, therefore the number of
possible olourings is:
X

= |G|6−3 = |G|3

(12)

colourings

The evolution operator Zt is, therefore:
Zt =

1
|G|4

X

colourings

=

1
|G|3
=
4
|G|
|G|

(13)

Zt is a hara teristi invariant of the tetrahedron,
and should be also invariant for all topologi ally equivalent surfa es (e.g.: sphere). However, a sphere is not
a triangulated surfa e, so we annot al ulate its invariant with the tools presented above. We need other
tools that will allow us to onsider any kind of pie ewise
smooth 2-manifold for al ulating the invariant. We introdu e those tools in the next se tion.

3
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2.4 CW omplexes
A CW- omplex is a geometri al stru ture made of basi
blo ks, the ells. For instan e, to "build" a two dimensional surfa e, one needs three types of ells. The rst
type of ell, 0- ell, is a dis rete point. The set of all
0- ells is alled the 0-skeleton. Then, the 1- ells, or one
dimensional "lines" are atta hed to the 0- ells. We then
dene the 1-skeleton to be the union of the 0-skeleton
and the set of 1- ells. Finally, we atta h 2- ells, whi h
are two dimensional disks, to the 1-skeleton (that is, we
identify the boundaries of ea h 2- ell with part of the 1skeleton). Thus, we get a two dimensional CW omplex
made of 0- ells, 1- ells and 2- ells.
Note that triangulated surfa es are also CW omplexes. In fa t, to build a triangle like the ones used
above, we need three 0- ells that form the 0-skeleton,
then we atta h three 1- ells to the 0-skeleton and nally
we "glue" a 2- ell in order to ll the triangle.
Therefore, we may say that two CW de ompositions
are equivalent if we an go from one to another using
the following set of moves:
• add/remove verti es (0- ells) and edges (1- ells)
until we get a triangulated surfa e
• do the ne essary Pa hner moves
• add/remove verti es and edges until we get the
other CW de omposition
Even though there are some subtleties in the appli ability of those moves, we will use this denition of
equivalen e of de ompositions. It is not di ult to show
that the evolution operator ZM (dened in exa tly the
same way as for triangulated surfa es) for a CW omplex remains invariant under these moves.
To show the invarian e of ZM for equivalent de ompositions, we are going to ompute it for a sphere deomposed into two 0- ells (verti es), two 1- ells and two
2- ells (see gure).

Figure 5: Sphere de omposition in ells

4

The multipli ative onstraint implies that g1 = g2 .
Therefore, we an freely hoose one edge olouring, and
the other will have to be equal
P in order to have a valid
olouring. This means that colourings = |G|. Thus:
Zsphere =

1
|G|v

X

colourings

=

1
1
|G| =
2
|G|
|G|

(14)

Note that Zsphere = Ztetrahedron , whi h makes sense
sin e the two losed surfa es are topologi ally equivalent! The results obtained with CW omplexes are
therefore onsistent with the results obtained with triangulated surfa es. However, CW omplexes are mu h
simpler and more elegant than triangulated surfa es,
and allow us to ompute the evolution operator of surfa es in a mu h easier way.

2.5 Computation of the evolution operator for many surfa es
We will now try and provide a kind of "database" with
the evolution operator for many losed and open surfa es.
2.5.1

Closed surfa es

We already omputed the evolution operator for a
sphere and got:
1
Zsphere =
(15)
|G|

We will now nd out what is the evolution operator for a torus (whi h is not topologi ally equivalent to
a sphere). A torus olouring an be represented using
a square whose right and left edges are identied and
whose upper and lower edge are also identied. Moreover, the four verti es are identied as one (see gure).

Figure 6: Torus representation
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is:
by:

Therefore, the ondition for having a valid olouring
g1 g2 g1−1 g2−1 = 1 ⇔ g1 g2 = g2 g1

(16)

Thus, sin e v = 1, the invariant for the torus is given
Ztorus
⇔ Ztorus

=
=

1
|G|v

X

(17)

colourings

1
# {g1 , g2 ∈ G : g1 g2 = g2 g1 }(18)
|G|

Now, as we have omputed the invariant for two
losed surfa es, we will ompute the evolution operator
for open surfa es. Note that, for open surfa es, the evolution operator will also depend on the xed boundary
Σ of the surfa e.
2.5.2

Open surfa es

Let us begin by omputing the evolution operator for a
disk. Let us just point out that it is impossible to build
a disk out of simpli ial omplexes (or triangulated surfa es), sin e a disk has a single urved boundary edge.
However, using CW omplexes, it is easy to nd a deomposition for a disk. In fa t, one needs one 0- ell (one
vertex), one 1- ell (one edge) that starts and nishes at
the same point, and one 2- ell (disk surfa e) that lls
the ir le (see gure). However, one may say that, as
a disk is topologi ally equivalent to a triangle, the evolution operator will be the same. This is not the ase,
be ause the two surfa es dier on the respe tive boundary Σ. In fa t, while VΣDisk has dimension |G| (just one
edge), VΣT riangle has dimension |G|3 and therefore the
evolution operators annot be equal. So, even though a
dierent number of verti es and edges in the interior of
the surfa e keeps the evolution operator un hanged (see
Pa hner moves), if the number of verti es and edges is
dierent on the boundary of the surfa e the evolution
operator will be hanged.

Figure 7: Disk de omposition

To nd the evolution operator hg |Zdisk | ∅i (as a
fun tion of g , the boundary olouring) we will use the

multipli ative onstraint in a slightly dierent way. We
remember that, for triangulated surfa es, when one did
a losed loop, the multipli ation of all oriented group
olourings had to be the identity in order to have a
valid olouring. This omes from the multipli ative onstraint. Extending this idea to CW omplexes, we noti e that, in order to have a valid olouring, g has to be
the identity. So, hg |Zdisk | ∅i = 0 if g 6= 1. If g = 1,
there is only one possible olouring (be ause in our deomposition there are no inside edges) and there is one
vertex, therefore:

h1 |Zdisk | ∅i =

1
|G|

(19)

We will now turn our attention to a "lled" triangle. Even if a triangle is topologi ally equivalent to a
disk, the evolution operator will be dierent be ause
the two obje ts have dierent boundaries (and therefore dierent ve tor spa es asso iated with them). The
CW de omposition for a triangle is three verti es, three
edges and a surfa e to ll the triangle. We indu e an
orientation to ea h edge by assigning to ea h vertex
an integer. Let us all the boundary edge olourings
g , h and i. The multipli ative onstraint implies that
g = ih in order to have valid olourings. Therefore,
hg, h, i |Ztriangle | ∅i = 0 if g 6= ih. Moreover, as there
are three verti es, if g = ih:

hg, h, i |Ztriangle | ∅i =

1
|G|3

(20)

Note that, omparing with the disk, there is a |G|3
in the denominator instead of |G|. This is due to the
fa t that the triangle has two more verti es than the
disk, and therefore the evolution operator is multiplied
by |G|1 2 .
Let's now fo us our attention on the ylinder. A CW
de omposition of a ylinder is two verti es, three edges
(two orresponding to the boundaries, and one linking
the two verti es), and one surfa e (the ylinder surfa e).
Let g and h be the two boundary edge olourings (they
are "xed") and k be the third edge olouring (it is
"free"), as shown in the gure. We will also use the
boundary edge orientation shown in the gure (without
loss of generality). To nd the olouring ondition, we
ut the ylinder along the "k" edge and get a re tangle
where we identify the "k" edges.
5
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and h for the two lower edges and j1 and j2 for the inner edges. If we ut the pair of pants along the edges
oloured by j1 and j2 , we get an heptagon (polygon
with seven edges).

Figure 8: The ylinder and the " ut" to get a re tangle

If one does a loop around the re tangle, one has to
get the identity. Hen e, the ondition is: gkh−1 k−1 = 1
whi h is the same as kh = gk. Therefore, sin e v = 2,
we get for the evolution operator:
1
1
hh |Zcylinder | gi =
# {k ∈ G : kh = gk} =
C(g, h)
|G|2
|G|2

(21)
where
we
have
introdu
ed
the
notation
C(g,
h)
:=

# k ∈ G : khk −1 = g .
This method to ompute the evolution operator will
be used from now on: we " olour" the surfa e, we ut
it in order to get a plane polygon (in this ase a re tangle), and then we do a losed loop around the polygon
to nd the ondition.
We will now use this method to ompute the evolution operator for another open surfa e, the pair of pants
(see gure).

Figure 10: The heptagon formed by utting the pair of
pants

The ondition is, therefore, given by:
j1 h−1 j1−1 j2 i−1 j2−1 g = 1

(22)

Hen e, sin e v = 3, we get for the evolution operator:
hi, h |Zcylinder | gi =


1
# j1 h−1 j1−1 j2 i−1 j2−1 g = 1
3
|G|

(23)

With all those types of evolution operators, we may
now nd a formula for the omposition of surfa es in
order to verify the onsisten y of the theory.

2.6 Composition of surfa es

Figure 9: A pair of pants

A CW de omposition of a pair of pants is three verti es (one for ea h boundary), ve edges (one for ea h
boundary and two for linking the "upper" edge with
the two "lower" edges) and one surfa e to ll the pair
of pants. The olourings are g for the upper edge, i
6

For the omposition of surfa es, one would say that it
is represented by the omposition of the respe tive evolution operators. In fa t, that is mostly it. However,
there is a small detail that has to be spe ied in order
to get this right. Let us illustrate that with an example. Suppose we are gluing a disk (evolution operator
ZD ) and a ylinder (evolution operator ZC ), so that we
get another disk, whose evolution operator is ZD ′ (see
gure). The olouring of the ylinder's left edge, whi h
is the same as the disk's edge is h and the olouring of
the ylinder's right edge is g .
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ti es, and to oset this we have to multiply the formula
for omposition by |G|n .
In our original gluing problem, we therefore have to
multiply Zcomp by |G| in order to get the right ZD ′ ,
be ause we are gluing along one edge. Hen e:
∅ ZD ′ g = |G| · h∅ |Zcomp | gi =



1
|G| ,

0,

g=1
(25)
g 6= 1

Thus, the formula for gluing two surfa es M1 and

M2 along n edges is:

ZM = |G|n · Zcomp

Figure 11: An illustration of the gluing disk+ ylinder

Let us al ulate the ordinary omposition, whi h will
be named Zcomp of the two evolution operators ZD and
ZC :
h∅ |Zcomp | gi =

X

(26)

where Zcomp is the ordinary omposition of the linear tranformations ZM1 and ZM2 (matrix multipli ation).
Now that we have obtained the formula for omposition, let us work on some examples to verify the
onsisten y of the theory.

h∅ |ZD | hi hh |ZC | gi

h∈G

⇒ h∅ |Zcomp | gi = h∅ |ZD | 1i h1 |ZC | gi
1
1
# {k ∈ G : k = gk}
·
⇒ h∅ |Zcomp | gi =
|G| |G|2
 1
g=1
2,
⇒ h∅ |Zcomp | gi = |G|
(24)
0, g 6= 1

2.6.1

Other examples of

omposition of sur-

fa es

To begin with, we will perform the gluing of two disks
along their boundary edge in order to get a sphere (see
gure).

Sin e, if g = 1, # {k ∈ G : k = gk} = |G| and if
g 6= 1, # {k ∈ G : k = gk} = 0.

This way, we almost obtained the evolution operator
for the resulting disk. The only dieren e is a fa tor of
1
|G| . So, regarding the formula for omposition of surfa es, it would be great if we ould insert a fa tor of |G|
1
to oset the extra |G|
fa tor that appears. However, we
1
need to justify why this extra fa tor of |G|
appears.
When two surfa es are glued along some boundary
edges, the resulting glued edge ounts as a single edge
for omputing purposes, whereas, before the surfa es
were glued, there were two boundary edges. That is
why, if we don't a ount for that edge (and vertex) loss,
we won't get valid results, be ause the evolution operator won't take into a ount the loss of an edge and the
loss of a vertex. As the expression for the evolution operator depends on |G|1 v , we have to insert an extra fa tor
of |G| in the omposition formula that represents this
vertex loss when we glue two surfa es along an edge. If
we glue two surfa es along n edges, we have n extra ver-

Figure 12: Illustration of the gluing of two disks in order
to get a sphere

A ording to our formula, if we all ZS the evolution
operator of the resulting surfa e and ZD the evolution
7
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operator for a disk, we get:
ZS

= |G| ·

X

h∅ |ZD | hi hh |ZD | ∅i

(27)

way, TQFT provided a motivation to prove a group theory result, and that shows the importan e of the study
of su h onstru tions.

h∈G

⇒ ZS
⇒ ZS
⇒ ZS

= |G| · h∅ |ZD | 1i h1 |ZD | ∅i
1
1
= |G| ·
·
|G| |G|
1
=
|G|

(28)
(29)
(30)

We re over the invariant for a sphere, as expe ted.
Now, we are going to perform the gluing of two ylinders, obtaining one resulting ylinder (see gure).

To nish, we will glue a disk, a pair of pants, another
pair of pants and another disk to obtain a torus. This
time there are four gluing edges.

Figure 13: Illustration of the gluing of two ylinders in order to get a ylinder

Calling ZC ′ the evolution operator of the resulting
surfa e, and ZC the evolution operator for a ylinder,
we get:
hg |ZC | hi hh |ZC | ii

(31)

1
1
C(g, h) 2 C(h, i)
|G|2
|G|
h∈G
X
1
·
C(g, h)C(h, i)
i =
3
|G|

(32)

g ZC ′ i = |G| ·

X

h∈G

g ZC ′ i = |G| ·
g ZC ′

X

Figure 14: Illustration of the gluing of two disks and two
pair of pants in order to get a torus

(33)

h∈G

(34)

However, we should get:
g ZC ′ i =

1
C(g, i)
|G|2

(35)

Therefore, for the theory to be valid and onsistent,
we must have:
X

C(g, h)C(h, i) = |G| · C(g, i)

(36)

h∈G

This is a group theory result that an be proven (see
the appendix) and that will be used from now on. This
8

Calling ZT the resulting surfa e evolution operator
and ZP the evolution operator for a pair of pants, we
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get:
ZT = |G|4

X

momorphism ∂ : H → G and a left a tion ⊲ of G on H
su h that:
h∅ |ZD | gi hg |ZP | h, ki hh, k |ZP | li

g,h,k,l∈G

hl |ZD | ∅i

1
1
h1 |ZP | h, ki hh, k |ZP | 1i
|G|
|G|
h,k∈G

X # j1 , j2 ∈ G : j1 h−1 j1−1 j2 k −1 j2−1 = 1
⇒ ZT = |G|2
|G|6

⇒ ZT = |G|4

X

h,k∈G

⇒ ZT =


1 X
# j1 , j2 ∈ G : h−1 = j1−1 j2 kj2−1 j1
4
|G|

g ⊲ (h1 h2 ) =
g ⊲ 1H =

(g ⊲ h1 )(g ⊲ h2 )
1H

(38)
(39)

2

where h1 and h2 are group H elements and g is a
group G element. There are also two more onditions
2 linking ∂ and ⊲:

h,k∈G

⇒ ZT =


2
1 X 
|G|# j ∈ G : h−1 = jkj −1
4
|G|

∂(g ⊲ h) =
∂(h1 ) ⊲ h2 =

h,k∈G

⇒ ZT =

⇒ ZT =
⇒ ZT =
⇒ ZT =

1 X
C(h−1 , k) · C(h−1 , k)
|G|2
h,k∈G
"
#
1 X X
−1
−1
C(h , k) · C(h , k)
|G|2
k∈G h∈G
1 X
|G|C(k, k)
|G|2
k∈G
1 X
# {j ∈ G : kj = jk}
|G|

⇒ ZT =

where we have used the group theory relation found
earlier.
The last equation is the expression we had found for
the torus invariant, onrming the validity of the theory. This on ludes our approa h to TQFT using nite
groups. We have shown that it is a onsistent theory,
that it assigns topologi al invariants to losed surfa es,
that it des ribes very well the omposition of surfa es,
inter alia.
However, something important we found in this se tion was the fa t that the theory motivated the derivation of a group theory result. This brings us to study
a TQFT using nite 2-groups, hoping to nd some 2group mathemati al relations.
III.

A 2-D TQFT from finite 2-groups

3.1 What is a 2-group ?
A nite 2-group (G, H, ∂, ⊲) is a mathemati al stru ture
onstituted by two nite groups G and H , a group ho-

(40)
(41)

An example of a 2-group is G = Z2 , H = Z3 , the ∂
operation is dened as ∂(n) = 0 where n ∈ {0; 1; 2} (n
represents any H element), and the non-trivial a tion
is dened as:
0⊲n

k∈G

1
# {j, k ∈ G : kj = jk}
|G|

g∂(h)g −1
h1 h2 h−1
1

(37)

1⊲n

In fa t, one has:

= n

0,
=
2,

1,

(42)
n=0
n=1
n=2

n = 0 ⊲ n = (1 + 1) ⊲ n = 1 ⊲ (1 ⊲ n)

(43)

(44)

And the way the group a tion has been dened this
last equation is always valid. The other onditions are
also fullled.

3.2 A link between 2-groups and
squares
Let (G, H, ∂, ⊲) be a 2-group. Let's dene a type of
"lled" squares where ea h edge has orientation leftright if it is horizontal and down-up if it is verti al. The
interior of the square is oloured with an H element, e,
and the edges are oloured with G elements, X , Y , W
and Z (see gure), su h that:
9
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Figure 15: Colouring of a square using 2-groups

∂(e) = XY W −1 Z −1

Figure 17: Verti al omposition of squares and transformations of the olourings

(45)

Note that the inverses appear be ause of the edge
orientation.
We also dene two operations with squares. The
rst one is the horizontal omposition:

Note that:
∂(e(Z ⊲ f ))
⇒ ∂(e(Z ⊲ f ))

= ∂(e)∂(Z ⊲ f )
= ∂(e)Z∂(f )Z −1

⇒ ∂(e(Z ⊲ f ))
⇒ ∂(e(Z ⊲ f ))

= XY W −1 Z −1 ZW U T −1V −1 Z −1
= X(Y U )T −1 (ZV )−1
(47)

Thus, in this operation the square stru ture is preserved too.
The remarkable fa t is that the operations satisfy an
"inter hange" law, as explained by the gure.

Figure 18: The inter hange law
Figure 16: Horizontal omposition of squares and transformations of the olourings

Note that:
∂((X ⊲ f )e) = ∂(X ⊲ f )∂(e)
⇒ ∂((X ⊲ f )e) = X∂(f )X −1∂(e)
⇒ ∂((X ⊲ f )e) = XT U V −1 Y −1 X −1 XY W −1 Z −1
⇒ ∂((X ⊲ f )e) = (XT )U (W V )−1 Z −1
(46)

The veri ation of this fa t is straightforward but
requires some spa e, so we will leave it as an exer ise
for the reader.
This way, 2-groups proved to be a ni e mathemati al
stru ture for the des ription of squares. Let us now try
and use 2-groups to des ribe broader kinds of geometrial gures, in order to establish a solid 2-D TQFT.

3.3 Colouring and ombining polygons
3.3.1

Therefore this way the square stru ture is preserved.
The se ond operation is the verti al omposition:
10

Colouring polygons

We will now extend this type of 2-group olouring to
every polygon. Suppose we have a n-gon (polygon
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with n sides) with an arbitrary xed edge orientation.
However, in the ase of squares we had the ondition
∂(e) = XY W −1 Z −1 that dened a ir ulation with a
starting edge being the one oloured by X (or starting
point being the interse tion of the edges oloured by X
and Z ) and with an orientation (in this ase it was a
positive orientation). Therefore, in the ase of n-gons,
we also have to dene a starting point and a ir ulation
orientation, and we dene them through the relation
∂(h) = g1 g2 ...gn (where h ∈ H and gi ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ n),
as shown in the gure.

Figure 20: Combining two polygons

We want to nd what is the H olouring of the obtained polygon. That polygon has a previously dened
ir ulation orientation (here we take, without loss of
generality, the same as the rst polygon) and starting
point taken to be the starting point of the edge oloured
by gp (for simpli ity, p < m). We all that point SP
and the starting points of polygons 1 and 2 SP 1 and
SP 2. The H olouring of the obtained polygon, h, has
to saisfy the following relation (see gure):

Figure 19: An example of an n-gon olouring

∂(h) =

3.3.2

gm+2 ...gn1 g1 g2 ...gp−1

Combining polygons

To ombine oriented and oloured polygons, we also extend the ideas of the ombination of squares. Suppose
we have two polygons, whi h have a ommon edge (in
this ase, that edge is oloured by gm ), and whose ir ulation orientation and starting point are dened through
the following relations:
∂(h1 ) = g1 g2 ...gm ...gn1
′
′
∂(h2 ) = g1′ g2′ ...gr−1
gr′ gr+1
...gn′ 2

′
−1 ′
gp gp+1 ...gm−1 gr−1
gr−2 −1 ...g1′ −1
−1
′
−1
′ −1 ′
gn2 gn2 −1 ...gr+1 gm+1

(48)
(49)

where gm = gr′ , h1 , h2 ∈ H , gi ∈ G for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1
and gi′ ∈ G, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n2 .

(50)

For notation simpli ation we dene P1 =
g1 g2 ...gp−1 (P standing for "Path") and P2 =
−1
−1
′
g1′ g2′ ...gr−1
gm−1
gm−2
...gp−1 , whi h are paths from SP 1
to SP and from SP 2 to SP . We also dene Q1 =
′
gm+1 ...gn1 and Q2 = gr+1
...gn′ 2 . Then, the ondition
for h be omes:
∂(h) = P2−1 Q−1
2 Q1 P1

(51)

Now, if we do some algebra, we get:
∂(h) =

P2−1 ∂(h2 )−1 P2 gp gp+1 ...gm Q1 P1

⇒ ∂(h) =
⇒ ∂(h) =

P2−1 ∂(h2 )−1 P2 P1−1 ∂(h1 )P1
−1
∂(P2−1 ⊲ h−1
2 )∂(P1 ⊲ h1 )

⇒ ∂(h) =

−1
∂((P2−1 ⊲ h−1
2 )(P1 ⊲ h1 ))

(52)

This being valid for any 2-group, we on lude that:
−1
h = (P2−1 ⊲ h−1
2 )(P1 ⊲ h1 )

(53)
11
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h2 is inverted be ause polygon 2 has opposite irulation orientation ompared to the obtained polygon.
We have now arrived at a quite general relation for polygon ombination and the orresponding transformation
of olourings.

Now we are ready to build a TQFT from nite 2groups.

3.4 Expli it expression for the evolution
operator ZM
By analogy with the nite group ase, we are going to
test one expression for the evolution operator, found
by Yetter, whi h must be invariant under the moves
des ribed before to pass from a CW de omposition to
another, whi h is the following:

Figure 21: A olouring of a triangle with a 2-group, all the
edge olourings as well as the inside olouring
are left free

Here, we an freely hoose h, g1 and g2 , and this
way g3 is xed through the olouring ondition. The
number of possible olourings is therefore:
X

= |H| · |G|2

(55)

colourings

ci |ZM | c′j =

|H|v
|G|v |H|e

X

(54)

colourings

Now, if we perform the se ond Pa hner move, adding
another vertex inside the triangle, we also get three
more edges (see gure):

where ci and c′j are the boundary olourings, v is
the number of verti es, e is the number of edges, and
P
colourings is the sum over all possible M olourings
ompatible with ci and c′j and satisfying the 2-group
ondition (1- ell and 2- ell olourings are left free, provided they are not on the boundary).
As we said, this evolution operator must be invariant under the Pa hner moves and the vertex/edge addition/removal move. For vertex and edge addition or
removal, it is trivially invariant (left as an exer ise). We
are going to verify if it is invariant under the se ond
Pa hner move.
Suppose we have a ertain triangle belonging to the
interior of a surfa e. The ondition a olouring has to
satisfy to be valid is ∂(h) = g1 g2 g3 .
12

Figure 22: The triangle after the se ond Pa hner move was
performed

In this triangle, the olouring onditions are (we
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hoose arbitrarily orientations and starting points):
∂(h1 ) = g3 j1 j3−1
∂(h2 ) = g1 j2 j1−1
∂(h3 ) = g2 j3 j2−1

Note that, if we want to express h as a fun tion of
h1 , h2 , h3 , g1 , g2 and g3 , we only have to apply the rules

of olourings, we an only hoose olourings su h that

g ∈ A. Nevertheless, on e g ∈ A is hosen, h is still
not xed. In fa t, ∂ may not be inje tive. As ∂ is a
homomorphism, we have |ker(∂)| possibilities for hoosing h, where ker(∂) is the kernel of ∂ (that is, the set of
all h ∈ H su h that ∂(h) = 1P
). Therefore, the number
of olourings is also given by Pcolourings = |A||ker(∂)|.

Combining the two results for

colourings

, we get:

for ombining polygons.
If we x h1 , g3 and j1 , then j3 is xed by the rst ondition. Then, we an x h2 and g1 , and that xes j2 (beause j1 was already xed). Finally, we x h3 and that
xes g2 too. Therefore,
P the number of possible olourings in this triangle is colourings ′ = |H|3 · |G|3 be ause
we need to hoose three H elements and three G elements for the remaining elements to be xed. However,
in this ase we have one more vertex and three more
edges, so, to ompare this result with the one above, we
1
have to multiply it by |G||H|
1 |H|3 .

Although it is not hard to show this result using
group theory, we showed it only by omputing the number of possible olourings of a disk in two dierent ways.
Now that we have introdu ed the image group A, we
are ready to ompute the evolution operator for some
surfa es.

X
1
|H| X′
|H|3 · |G|3 = |H| · |G|2 =
=
3
2
|G||H|
|G||H|

Now we are going to ompute the evolution operator for
some losed and open surfa es, like we did in se tion 2.5.

col.

col.

(56)
Therefore ZM is invariant under the se ond Pa hner
move. For the rst Pa hner move, it su es to say that
the number of olourings is the same for both ases.

3.5 The image subgroup A
Before we start to ompute the evolution operator of
some surfa es, let us analyze a disk, with a free edge.
The olouring ondition is ∂(h) = g

Figure 23: A disk with a free edge

The number of possible olourings is very easy to
ompute. In fa t, on e we have Phosen h, g is xed by
the olouring ondition. Hen e, colourings = |H|.
However, we an think of it another way. If we
hoose g , then it may be impossible to x h, be ause the
homomorphism ∂ may not be surje tive. Thus, to overome the problem, we let A be the subgroup of G onstituted by the image of ∂ . Now, to ompute the number

|ker(∂)| =

|H|
|A|

(57)

3.6 Computation of the evolution operator for many surfa es

3.6.1

Closed surfa es

Let's start with the sphere. Using the same CW de omposition as before, with h1 and h2 being the olourings
of the north and south hemisphere, we have the following olouring onditions:
∂(h1 ) = g1 g2
∂(h2 ) = g1 g2

Note that, from now on, we will arbitrarily hoose
a ir ulation orientation and starting point for ea h
olouring ondition. That does not ae t the evolution
operator.
Now, if we hoose an h1 , then there are |ker(∂)|
possibilities for h2 , and |G| possibilities for g1 . With
this, g2 be omes xed.
P Therefore, the number of possible olourings is col. = |H| · |ker(∂)| · |G| and the
evolution operator is given by:
ZSphere =

|H|2 X
|G|2 |H|2
col.

2

⇒ ZSphere =
⇒ ZSphere =

1 |H| |G|
|G|2 |A|
|H|2
|G||A|

(58)

Now, using the de omposition presented in 2.5.1, we
are going to ompute the evolution operator for a torus.
13
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h is the olouring of the single 2- ell, and g1 and g2 are

the olourings of the two 1- ells. Therefore, the olouring ondition is:
∂(h) = g1 g2 g1−1 g2−1

So, the evolution operator is given by:
ZT orus =

Open surfa es

We start with a disk (with a xed edge olouring g ),
de omposed as previously. We olour the 2- ell with h.
The olouring ondition is ∂(h) = g . If g ∈/ A, then
there are no possible olourings. If g ∈ A, then there
are |ker(∂)| possibilities for hoosing h. Therefore, in
this ase, the evolution operator is:
|H|
|ker(∂)|
|G||H|
|H|
h∅ |ZDisk | g ∈ Ai =
|G||A|

h∅ |ZDisk | g ∈ Ai =

Following the ordering of se tion 2.5.2, we want now
to ompute the evolution operator for a triangle (whi h,
for the same reasons as before, is dierent from the evolution operator of a disk). Calling g1 , g2 and g3 the xed
edge olourings, and h the 2- ell, we get the following
olouring ondition:
∂(h) = g1 g2 g3

Now, if the produ t g1 g2 g3 is not in A, there are
no possible olourings. If it is, then we an hoose h
amongst |ker(∂)| possibilities. Therefore, in this ase,
the evolution operator ZT r. is:
|H|3 |H|
|G|3 |H|3 |A|
|H|
h∅ |ZT r. | g1 , g2 , g3 i =
|G|3 |A|
h∅ |ZT r. | g1 , g2 , g3 i =

As before, even though they are topologi ally equivalent, the evolution operator of the triangle is the evolution operator of the disk multiplied by the fa tor |G|1 2 ,
sin e the triangle has two more verti es than the disk.
Let us now take a look at the ylinder. De omposing it like in se tion 2.5.2, we all the xed boundary
14

∂(h) = g1 kg2−1 k − 1

Therefore, the evolution operator ZC is given by:

2
X
1
#{(h, g1 , g2 ) ∈ H×G2 : ∂(h) = g1 g2 g1−1 g2−1 }hg1 |ZC | g2 i = |H|
2
3
|G||H|
|G| |H|

(59)
That is all for examples of losed surfa es. Now we
will treat the ase of open surfa es.
3.6.2

edges olourings g1 and g2 , and we all k the third edge
olouring. We also all the 2- ell olouring h. Cut the
ylinder the same way as before, and we get a re tangle.
The olouring ondition be omes:

col.

hg1 |ZC | g2 i =

#{(h, k) ∈ H × G : ∂(h) = g1 kg2−1 k −1 }
|G|2 |H|

Our last example is the pair of pants, de omposed
into CW ells the same way as before. The upper edge
is oloured with g1 and the two lower edges are oloured
with g2 and g3 . The two inner edges are oloured with
j1 and j2 and the single 2- ell is oloured with h. Cutting and opening the pair of pants, we get a oloured
heptagon. The olouring ondition is:
∂(h) = j1 g2−1 j1−1 j2 g3−1 j2−1 g1

Therefore, the evolution operator is:
hg1 |ZP ants | g2 , g3 i =

|H|3 X
|G|3 |H|5
col.

hg1 |ZP ants | g2 , g3 i =

#{(h, j1 , j2 ) ∈ H × G2 : ∂(h) = j1 g2−1 j1−1 j2 g3−1 j2−1 g1 }
|G|3 |H|2

Now we just need to present the formula for ombination of surfa es to start ombining surfa es to try
and get some 2-group identities.

3.7 Composition of surfa es
In se tion 2.6, when we talked about surfa e omposition, we ame to the on lusion that we had to multiply
the ordinary omposition formula by |G|n , where n was
the number of glued edges, in order to get the right results. This happened be ause when two edges are glued,
the surfa e obtained has one vertex and one edge less
than the sum of the edges and verti es of the two surfa es taken individually, and, as the evolution operator
depended on |G|1 v where v is the number of verti es, we
had to insert the fa tor |G|n to take that loss into a ount.
We are using the same pro edure forv 2-groups. As
the evolution operator depends on |G||H|
v |H|e , where e is
the number of edges, in order to translate mathematially the loss of one vertex and one edge nin the
evolun
= |G|n ,
tion operator, we have to multiply it by |G||H||H|
n
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where n is the number of glued edges (that is equal to
the number of "glued" verti es). Therefore, the fa tor
that appears in the omposition formula using 2-groups
should be the same as the one used in se tion 2.6.
As an example, we study the gluing of two disks in
order to get a sphere. We olour the glued edge with
g . If we all ZS the evolution operator of the resulting
sphere and ZD the evolution operator for a disk, we get:
ZS = |G| ·

X

h∅ |ZD | gi hg |ZD | ∅i

g∈G

= |G| ·

X |H| |H|
|G||A| |G||A|

g∈A

=

X
|H|2
·
1
2
|G||A|

And the only way for this to be orre t is that:
X

C̃(g1 , g2 ) =

g1 ∈A


|H| · |G|, g2 ∈ A
0, g2 ∈
/A

In fa t, it is possible to derive this result using group
theory, but it requires more time. Nevertheless, this
TQFT onstru tion allowed us to nd this 2-group identity in a very elegant way.
In order to try to get more of those 2-group identities, we will perform the gluing of two ylinders along
one edge, oloured by g2 . The remaining edge of the rst
ylinder is oloured with g1 , and the remaining edge of
the se ond ylinder is oloured with g3 . Applying our
gluing formula again, alling ZC′ the evolution operator
of the surfa e obtained, we get:

g∈A

2

=

|H|
|G||A|

′
hg1 |ZC
| g3 i = |G| ·

g2 ∈G

We re over the invariant for a sphere, onrming our
gluing formula.
Let's study some other gluing examples to see if we
nd some 2-group identities.
3.7.1

X C̃(g1 , g2 )C̃(g2 , g3 )
|G|4 |H|2

X
1
=
C̃(g1 , g2 )C̃(g2 , g3 )
|G|3 |H|2
g2 ∈G

However, we know that the evolution operator for
the obtained ylinder is equal to:

Other examples of gluing surfa es

To start, we glue a disk (ZD ) and a ylinder (ZC ), and
this way we should get a disk. Applying the gluing
formula, olouring the glued edge with g1 and the re′
the evolution
maining ylinder edge g2 , and alling ZD
operator of the remaining surfa e, we get:

′
hg1 |ZC
| g3 i =

C̃(g1 , g3 )
|G|2 |H|

For these last results to be oherent, we must have:
X

C̃(g1 , g2 )C̃(g2 , g3 ) = |G||H| · C̃(g1 , g3 )

g2 ∈G

This last equation is very similar to the one found
in
se
tion 2.6.1. However, this one requires mu h more
′
′
′
h∅ |ZD
| g2 i = |G| ·
h∅ |ZD
| g1 i hg1 |ZD
| g2 i
work to prove using group identities.
g1 ∈G
We have derived some 2-group identities using this
X |H| #{(h, k) ∈ H × G : ∂(h) = g1 kg −1 k −1 } TQFT formalism. Certainly, there are many more iden2
= |G| ·
tities that an be found with this method. This is there|G||A|
|G|2 |H|
g1 ∈A
fore
a great utility for a 2-group based TQFT.
X
X

=

1
|G|2 |A|

#{(h, k) ∈ H × G : ∂(h) = g1 kg2−1 k −1 }

g1 ∈A

IV.

For simpli ation, we will adopt the notation:
C̃(g1 , g2 ) := #{(h, k) ∈ H × G : ∂(h) = g1 kg2−1 k −1 }

However, our expression for the evolution operator

′
ZD
should be equal to:

′
h∅ |ZD
| g2 i

=

(

|H|
|G||A| ,

g2 ∈ A
0, g2 ∈
/A

Con lusion

In this arti le, we rst used a nite group based TQFT
to get topologi al invariants of losed surfa es and,
dening a formula for gluing surfa es, we also found a
quite simple group theory identity. Moreover, we used
a nite 2-group based TQFT also to get topologi al invariants of surfa es and to nd more omplex 2-group
identities. We sensed that many other identities an be
found using this useful formalism, but we did not have
time to work on more than a few identities.
15
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The physi al meaning, in terms of gauge theory, of
the evolution operator formula for nite groups ould
be that (the number of G- onne tions on the surfa e)
divided by (the number of gauge transformations) is
onstant, and for 2-groups it would be that (the number of 2-group onne tions) divided by (the number
of 1-gauge transformations, divided by the number of
2-gauge transformations between 1-gauge transformations) is onstant.
I.

Appendix

Every group identity displayed in the arti le an be derived using group theory. Here, we are going to derive
equation (36), that is:
X

This lemma is losely related to the Orbit-stabilizer
theorem in group theory, sin e it implies that the number of elements of ea h onjuga y lass is a divisor of
|G|.
An immediate orollary of the lemma is that, if g , h
and i are in the same onjuga y lass, then:
C(g, h) = C(h, i) = C(i, g)

Now, we will just point out that, if g , h and i are not
in the same onjuga yP lass, C(g, h)C(h, i) = 0. Moreover, it is trivial that h∈G C(g, h) = |G|, sin e all the
elements of the onjuga y lass of g are in luded in the
sum. Therefore, we have:
X

h∈G

C(g, h)C(h, i) = |G| · C(g, i)

C(g, h)C(h, i) =

X

C(g, h)C(g, i)

h∈G

= C(g, i)

h∈G

X

C(g, h)

h∈G

where g, i ∈ G.
First, we are going to derive a lemma:

= C(g, i)|G|.

Lemma 1:

That on ludes the proof.

If g and h are in the same onjuga y lass, then:
C(g, h) = C(g, g)
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